Departure and return to the marina of Marsa Alam. The
best sites in the area of Marsa Alam and Hamata allow
the discovery of sites for everyone from beginners to
experienced divers.
A southern circuit of an excellent quality / price ratio
compared to a hotel room with 16 dives (night dives
included) over 6 days. Cruise open to Level 1 (with
supervision to general Seafari 2008), non-divers and of
course families. (Children have the age of 8 years
minimum).
This circuit is used to position the boat at night on wellsheltered sites ensuring a good "night" for those who are
not accustomed to boats.
You will pass magnificent sites such as :
Abu Galawa and wreck Tienstin that goes from the
surface - 17 m at the stern. A wreck of a hundred feet
colonized by corals, to the point that in places it is
impossible to discover the end of the wreck and the
beginning of the reef (often in night dive).
Sha'ab Claudio and large caves in the form of beautiful
cathedrals that offer games of fairy lights. It is not

uncommon in the morning to meet
with small white tip
sharks at every turn by a gallery and
most of the time a huge Napoleon
wanders under the boat.
Malahi consists of a maze of canyons
where reigns a magical atmosphere
with beautiful lighting effects also a
paradise for photographers. Very
often schools of mullet , yellow fin
colonize the canyons. It is not
uncommon to see a turtle ride in the
water.
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Siyal Island is a small island of white sand where we stop to
admire the sunset. It is inhabited by a multitude of birds with
beautiful fish eagles. We embark after admiring the sunset.
All these sites are accessible to all, both in diving snorkeling. (As
with all circuits, order and site selection can not only be
contractual, they can vary: cause of the weather and / or state of
the sea ).
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